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Let q =p” be a power of a prime number p. The discrete series represen- 
tations of X,(q) are those irreducible complex representations that do not 
occur as a factor of some module induced from a one-dimensional 
representation of the group of all upper triangular matrices in S&(q). In 
this paper we investigate the reduction mod p of these representations using 
geometric methods. We construct especially filtrations of these modules 
that we hope might lead to a better understanding of similar filtrations on 
Weyl modules of algebraic groups. Of course, the decomposition matrix 
and other character theoretic data are well known for these groups. 
Let C be the plane projective curve over F, in P2 defined by 
XY9 - X9Y - Z9+ ’ = 0, and let k be a perfect field containing Fy2. The 
action of Z,(q) on P2 via 
0 
g++ g 0 i ) 0 0 1 
stabilizes C and induces an action of X,(q) on C, defined over k (even 
over F,). We get also an action on its cohomology groups, and Drinfel’d 
constructed the discrete series within the I-adic cohomology of C for any 
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prime I #p. (There was also a construction by Tate of a representation of 
U,(q’) on the I-adic conomology of some minor variation of C. This 
construction yields the discrete series of SL,(q) by restriction.) 
We work with the crystalline cohomology instead. That one gets the dis- 
crete series in this way as well and that one can then use (at least for q = p) 
geometric methods to get at the factors after reduction modp was shown 
by T. A. Springer in unpublished work. 
Thegroupy={a~[F,~~~~+~=l}operatesviaa.(x:y:z)=(ax:ay:~) 
on C; this operation commutes with that of SL,(q). The eigenspaces of p 
on H&,,(C/k) are Z,(q)-submodules. These are lattices in the discrete 
series representations. The reduction mod p of H&,(C/k) is the de Rham 
cohomology group HbR(C/k), and the eigenspaces of p reduce to the 
corresponding eigenspaces H&( C/k) --I (corresonding to a H a r, for 
1 < Y < q). The Hodge filtration of HL,(C/k) induces exact sequences of 
SL,(q)-modules 
O-,H0(r-2)~H~,(C/k)_.~ V(q-(r+l))+O, 
where H”(-l)= V(-1)=0 and 
HO(j) = S’((kZ)*), V(j) = HO(j)* for all j>Oo. 
(*I 
So V(j) is a Weyl module for SL, regarded as an SL,(q)-module. We 
describe the action of SL,(q) explicitly on a basis of Hb,(C/k) and get 
especially that (*) does not split for 1 <r < q, cf. 4.8. Following the 
approach of [K2, Sect. II] we study the action of the Frobenius morphism 
on Hbri,(C/k) by decomposing it into a direct sum of one-dimensional 
eigenspaces for a suitable [F,Yaction. 
We define a filtration on H&,(C/k) of, SL,(q)-submodules by 
H~,,(c/ky := (F-’ (p”H;,;,(C/k)) and study its reduction modp. The 
exact sequence (*) yields a close relation between this filtration and the 
filtration of the Weyl modules (and Ho(j)) as defined by the second author 
in [Jl]. In particular the image of Hb,(C/k),Y, is V(q - (r + 1 ))“- “p(‘). This 
(3.11) is our main result. 
One author (J.C.J.) thanks the University of Massachusetts in Amherst 
for its hospitality for part of the time when the research for this paper was 
done. 
Notations 
Let p be a prime and q =p” a power of p. 
Let k be a perfect field containing [F,z. In particular char(k) =p. Let 
W= W(k) be the ring of Witt vectors of k and K= Fract( W). The p-adic 
valuation on K is denoted by vp: K x --) Z. 
Let A be a noetherian domain such that q2 - 1 is invertible in A and 
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assume that there is a fixed embedding of the cyclic group ~~2~ i = FY; 
in A. In our applications A will be k or W together with the natural 
embedding of lF2. 
0. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE CURVE 
Let 
We shall consider the polynomial 
H(X, Y, Z) = (X, Y, Z) . B ‘(X4, yq, Zq) 
=Jyyq-py-zzy+l in A[X, Y, Z]. 
Let C, be the set of all zeroes of H in Pi. In particular we set C= Ck and 
c = C,. Then e/W is a lifting of CJk. 
0.1. LEMMA. (1) H is irreducible. 
(2) C, is a smooth, irreducible, projective A-curve. 
This lemma is well known and easy to prove: One reduces to the case 
of a field such that q2 # 1 and then one can use the Jacobian criterion. 
Now let us consider group actions on C. We use the following notation: 
For each k-matrix (b,) let (b,)= (b;). In particular E=aq for each ME k. 
0.2. Let 
L= {gEGL,(q2) 1 gB’g=B}. 
This is a subgroup of GL,(q’), which fixes H(X, Y, Z) in k[X, Y, Z]. 
0.3. Let U,(q2) be the unitary group corresponding to the skew 
hermitian form given by ( Py h), i.e., 
Wq2)={gtCW I g( -; ;) ‘R=( -; ;)}. 
We consider Fq”2 a subgroup of U,(q’) by 
[Fy: + U,(q2); t+-+ I, ,“, . 
( > 
4x1 132’1.6 
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Obviously SL,(q) is a subgroup of U,(q’). It is an easy exercise to show 
that 
U,(q2) = Fy”2 SL,(q). 
0.4. Let p{ t E Fyz 1 tY + I = 1 }. There is an embedding 
Wq2) x P 4 L; k,t)H 
If p#2, one can show that U2(q2) x pg L. We shall not use this last 
remark. 
0.5. LEMMA. (1) The polynomial H(X, Y, Z) in k[X, Y, Z] is invariant 
under L and in particular under the subgroup U,(q*). So the curve C in P2 
is stable under the induced U,(q2)-action via GL,(k)). 
(2) The action of the subgroup F 
on qw. 
,“z of U2(q2) on C/k lifts to an action 
The first part is clear from the discussion above. The lifting of the 
F,1-action on c/W comes from P’b, where t E IF> operates by 
t 0 0 
( i 
0 tr4 0 EGL,(A). 
0 0 1 
0.6. We get actions of the subgroups SL,(q) and IFY; of U,(q’) on C. In 
particular the actions of SL,(q) and of p (via IF;) commute. 
0.7. Later on we use the operation of IF ,“2 on C/k and its lifting r?/ W to 
decompose the first crystalline cohomology group of C/k. Our motivation 
to use this approach comes from [K2, Sect. II], where Katz considers a 
similar action of p,,, on the Artin-Schreier curve Tf - T, - TF = 0 (in affine 
coordinates) if (N, p) = 1. 
0.8. A slight modification of the curve C yields a plane curve which is 
invariant under the unitary group U,(q*) corresponding to the skew 
hermitian form 
0 1 0 
( 1 
-1 0 0 ) 
0 0 u 
where UEF~ with ii= --u: Take H,(X, Y, Z)=XY4-XqY+uZy+’ and let 
C, be the set of all zeroes of H, in P2. Then C, is stable under U,(q2) 
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(acting on P2 via G&(k)). In the following, one could also consider C, 
instead of C. One gets the same representation of U,(q*) as in Tate’s 
construction that uses X4+’ + Yqfl + Zy+i, cf. [HM]. 
0.9. The curve C in P2 is defined over IF,. Let F: C + C be the corre- 
sponding geometric Frobenius morphism. Obviously F” is Z,(q)- 
equivariant. 
0.10. We fix some notations: 
U,= {(x:y:z)EP:Ix#O}=Spec(A[T,, T,]), 
where T,=x-‘Yand T,=X-‘2. 
U,={(x:y:z)~P~[y#0)=Spec(A[T;‘,T;’T,]). 
U,=((x:y:z)~P~Iz#0}=Spec(A[T,T;‘, T;‘]). 
Then { U,, U, , U,} is the standard open alline covering of P >. As usual let 
U, = Ui A Uj and U,,= U,, n Ui n U,. NOW set Ci = Ui r\ C, , e.g., 
C,=Spec(A[t,,t,])=Spec(A[T,, T2]/(T’:-T,-T;f’)). 
Then U = {C,, Ci } is an open affine covering of C. Again let C, = Cj n C, 
and C,, = C,, n Ci n C,. 
1. CRYSTALLINE AND DE RHAM COHOMOLOCY GROUPS 
Because c/W is a smooth lifting of C/k, the crystalline cohomology 
groups of C/k are isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology groups of t/W, 
cf. the general theorem in [BO, 7.26.31. 
1.1. THEOREM. There are canonical isomorphisms 
H;,J C/k) z Hh,( z;/ W). 
To compute the de Rham cohomology groups of c/W we shall use the 
Hodge spectral sequence: 
1.2. THEOREM. The Hodge spectral sequence 
Ey= H’(C,, @.,)+ H’,+R‘(C,/A) 
degenerates in E,. 
More generally, this is true for complete intersections, cf. [SGA 7 II, 
Exp. XI, Theorem 1.51. 
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1.3. COROLLARY. There are canonical isomorphisms 
H&.(CJA) = A 
and 
H2,,( C, /A) r A 
and 
H;,(C,/A)=O if i$ (0, 1, 2). 
1.4. COROLLARY. 
Hzri,(C/K) z WY 
HHi,( C/k) E W 
and 
H;,J C/k) = 0 if i$ (0, 1, 2). 
The only difficulty is to compute H&,,(C/k) = HL,(c/W). In that case 
we get from 1.2: 
1.5. COROLLARY. There is a natural exact sequence 
0 + H’(C,, a;,, + HbR(CA/A) -+ H’(C,, @,,) -PO. 
2. THE FIRST DE RHAM COHOMOLOCY GROUP 
The stabilizer of H in G&(A) acts naturally on C, and its cohomology 
groups. The term “equivariant” below refers to the action of this group. So 
all maps below commute with the action of the multiplicative group lF: 
and in the case A = k with the action of X,(q) as well. 
First we identify the Hodge cohomology groups 
H’(G, fi:J and H’(C,, Got,). 
2.1. PROPOSITION. There is a natural equivariant isomorphism 
detP1@H1(P2,0(q-2))%Ho(CA,R~A) 
given by 
X”Y”.Fw tfti;(qtyP’ - 1))’ dt2, 
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where tl=XPIY(CA and t2=Xp1ZlCA as in 0.10 and 
det = detcLj(Aj. 
Proof. C, is smooth of codimension 1 in [FoZ, and its degree is q + 1. In 
this situation we get the exact Poincare residue sequence 
0 - 022 - Q%(log (CA)) 2 “&, - 0 PA $4 
as described in [Kl, 2.3.71. 
Locally 9’ is given by .cP*(df/f A o) = o 1 c if o is a local section of Sz;:, 
and f is a local equation of C, in Pi. 
On the other hand, multiplication induces an isomorphism 
so we get 
Q2,;(log(C,)) = Q&(q + 1). 
Finally the global section 
determines an equiuariant isomorphism 
W&,, 0 Q; s Q&(3), 
i.e., 
Combining these facts we get an isomorphism 
det~1~Ho(~2,O(q-2))~~o(P2,SZ2(log(Ca)))~:o(~,,~~,) 
which is given by the claimed formula, cf. [Kl, 2.3.71. 
2.2. COROLLARY. The A-module H”(C, , Q,!-,) is free, and 
{t;lt~(qt~P1-1)-‘dt21a,b30,a+b<q-2} 
is a basis. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Using tech cohomology with respect to the open 
affine covering U = {Co, Cl } of C, we get a natural isomorphism 
H’(C,, &,)=fi’W, Co,,)=A[t,, 12, t;‘ll(Nt,, t,l+ ACt;‘, f&l). 
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As an A-module H’(C,, 0=,) is free, and {[t”;ti]lO< -a<b<q} is a 
basis. 
Prooj Using the notation of 0.10 the first claim is clear. The statement 
on the basis follows from the defining equation 
t;+‘=t’:-ttl. 
2.4. On the other hand, using the exact sequence 
0--+0(-q-1)~02-+0~,-0 $A 
we get from the induced cohomology sequence: 
PROPOSITION. There is a natural isomorphism 
Ii?: H’(C,, Ococ,)rH2(P:,, 0(-q- 1)). 
2.5. Now H2( IPi, cO( -q - 1)) can be computed using Tech cohomol- 
ogy with respect to the open afhne covering { UO, Ui, U,}. As in [H, III, 
Sect. 51 we get H2(P:, 0(-q- 1)) by taking first in A[X, Y, Z, X-l, 
Y-‘,Z-‘1 thespanofallXiY’Zhwithi,j,hEZandi+j+h=-q-1 and 
then dividing by the submodule spanned by all those XiYiZh with at least 
one exponent (i, j, or h) 2 0. 
One can easily compute the isomorphism 
a: H’(C,, o+$H2(P;, 0(-q- 1)). 
On the basis of 2.3 it is given by 
a([+;]) = - [X-(a+b)y+-‘-q if O< -a<b<q. 
On the other hand, there are natural identifications 
H”(iP;, O(q-2)&S;-‘((A3)*) 
and 
H2(P:, 0(-q- l))rdet@S>-‘((A3)*)*. 
So we get: 
2.6. COROLLARY. There are natural isomorphisms 
HO(C,, SZkA)gdet-‘@SY,-‘((A3)*) 
and 
H’(C,, 0c-)rdet@SY,-2((A3)*)*. 
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2.7. Now we consider the operation of p = {t 1 tqfl = 1 } c [F; on 
HL,(C,/A) and the Hodge cohomology groups. We look for the 
p-eigenspaces. Let r: p + p; r(t) = tr denote the character corresponding to 
rEZ. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. The p-module HbR(CA/A) decomposes into a direct 
sum of p-eigenspaces 
and for each r E { 1, . . . . q} we get an exact sequence 
0- H”(CA, ,n&- H;,(C,/A)_,- H’(&, Q,)_, ---+ 0 
I 
2 
I/ I 
1 
O- Sr-*((A*)*) - H;,(C,/A)-,- SY-(r+1)((A2)*)*+ 0 
Proof: First the decomposition of the Hodge cohomology modules in 
p-eigenspaces follows from the equivariant description in 2.6 as well as 
H’(C,, Q&p’= S’-*((A*)*) 
and 
H’(C,, ~~,)_,rSY--(‘+‘)((A*)*)*. 
Because the Hodge spectral sequence (1.5) is a sequence of free A-modules 
and q + 1 = 1~1 is invertible in A, also the induced sequences of the p-eigen- 
spaces 
is exact, and the proposition is proved. 
2.9. We look at the special case A = k. Let T= ((i ,‘!,) 1 t E k x } be the 
standard maximal torus in LX,(k). Let Jo X(T) be the character j(t) = tj 
(for each j E E). In the usual notation we get 
Ho(j) = Sj((k*)*) and V(j) = S’((k*)*)*, 
where V(j) = H’(j)* is the Weyl module corresponding to the weight j. 
Because the operations X,(q) and p commute, 2.8 yields exact sequences 
O+H’(r-2)-+Hb,(C/k)-,+V(q-(r+l))+O 
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of X,(q)-modules if 1 d r 6 q. Here H”( - 1) and I’( - 1) must be inter- 
preted as 0. 
2.10. Let R be an algebraic closure of the quotient field K of W. Let I 
be a prime, I #p. The same arguments as those in the proof of [DL, 
Prop. 3.31 (compare [K2, Sect. I]) show that 
I( - 1 Y trk, Hi,i,( C/k) 0 w  R) = C ( - 1)’ tr( g, H’( C, 0,)) 
I I 
if g E U,(q2). 
We choose an isomorphism 0, g C and an embedding of K in @. Using 
1.4 and its analogue in I-adic cohomology we get an isomorphism 
of U,(q2)-modules. It induces for each r E { 1, . . . . q} an isomorphism of the 
corresponding CL-eigenspaces 
as SL,(q)-modules. Now the right-hand side is identified as an 
SL,(q)-module in [L, 2.201: If r# (q+ 1)/2, then H’(C, &s[)), is an 
(irreducible) discrete series representation. 
If r = (q+ 1)/2, then H’(C, a,)), decomposes into a direct sum of two 
discrete series representations, which are dual to each other. 
In this sense HL,,,(C/k)), is a discrete series representation of SL,(q), as 
first observed by Springer. 
2.11. Finally we compute the operation of [F; on HL,( CA/A). If jE Z 
let $(j) be the character a-a’ of Fy?. Then $(i) = $(j) if and only if 
j-i-Omodq2-1. 
PROPOSITION. The Hodge cohomology group decompose into a direct sum 
of one-dimensional p-eigenspaces: 
where H”(C,,SZ~A)~L(_(,+,,+(j+l,,,=AXiYjZY-2~(’+j)and 
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Proo$ Because F> acts via 
on C, c Pi obviously dett’@XiY’ZYP2P’i+“~ H’(C,, sZ~A)~~-~,+l,+~j+,~y~ 
and [X~i~lY-i~lZ~Y+l+ifj]~H1(CA, O,-A)tiL((i+l)-(j+l)y). 
Now the proposition follows from the next lemma. 
2.12. LEMMA. Each character Ey5 -+ A that is non-trivial on p can be 
written uniquely either as $(-i + jq) or as $(i- jq) with i, j>, 1 and 
i+j<q. 
Proof: Exercise. 
Using the Hodge spectral sequence 1.5 we get: 
2.13. COROLLARY. The first de Rham cohomology group of C,., decom- 
poses into a direct sum of one-dimensional if ,2-eigenspaces 
3. THE OPERATION OF THE FROBENIUS MORPHISM ON 
THE FIRST CRYSTALLINE COHOMOL~GY GROUP 
We compute the operation of the Frobenius morphism using the decom- 
position of Hd,i,(Cjk) g Hh,(c/W) into a direct sum of one-dimensional 
[F:-eigen spaces (compare [K2, Sect. II] ). 
3.1. For i, jE N with i + j d q - 2 we choose a (free) generator u(i, j) 
Of H~,is(Clk)~L(~(I+l)+(j+l)q) and a (free) generator u( -i, -j) of 
H~,is(Clk)~~(i+l)-(j+1)4). These W-modules are free of rank one by 2.13. So 
u(i, j) and v( -i, -j) are unique up to a scalar factor in W x. Again 2.13 
implies that {u(i, j), u( - i, -j) 1 i, jE N, i + j< q - 2) is a W-basis of 
HLs( ‘lk)’ 
3.2. LEMMA. If m E N, then 
Proof If t E FY;, then Fot=tPOFon C. 
The claim follows. 
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3.3. The lemma implies that each F’(u(i, j)) is of the form cu(i’, j’) or 
cu( -i”, -j”) for some c E W and suitable non-negative integers i’, j’ resp. 
i”, j”. We determine the i’, j’ resp. i”, j” and the p-adic valuation v,(c) of c. 
In the next sections we use the following convention for any iE IV: Its 
p-adic expansion is denoted by 
i= 5 i,p’, where i,~ (0, 1, . . . . p- l}. 
r=O 
3.4. LEMMA. Let m,i, jEk4 with O<m<n-1 and i+j<q-2. Set 
h=q-2-i-jand 
n-1 m-l 
i’= c (p-l -jr)p’+“+ 1 i,pr+npm, 
n-l m-1 
j’= 1 (p-I-i,)p’+“+ C jrpr+nPm, 
i”= C j,p’-” + c (p-l -ir)pr+nPm, 
r=m r=O 
n-1 m-1 
j"= 1 i,pr-"+ c (p-l -jr)pr+nPm. 
Then i’, j’, i”, j”>O and 
i’+j’<q-2 f i,+j,+h,=p-1 modp, 
i"+j"<q-2 if i,+j,+h,rp-2 modp. 
One of these two cases must occur. 
Proof: By definition of h we have 
n-2 
i+j+h=q-2=(p-2)+ 1 (p-1)~‘. 
r=, 
Now i,+j,+h,<3p-3 for all land io+jo+hoe{p-2,2p-2). 
We conclude i,+j,+ h,E (p-2, p- 1, 2p- 1, 2p-2}, in particular 
i,+j,+h,-p-1 orp-2modp. 
Case 1. i, + j, + h, = p - 1 mod p. Then m > 0 and Cr:o’ (i, + j, + h,) p’ 
=p”’ - 2. We conclude i’ + j’ + h’ = q - 2, where 
n-l m-l 
h’= c (p-I-h,)p’-“+ c h,p’+“pm. 
r=ln r=O 
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In particular i’ +j’ < q - 2. 
Case 2. i, +j, + h, =p - 2 mod p. Then Cr:t (i, +j, + h,) pr = 
2p” - 2, and we conclude i” + j” + h” = q - 2, where 
h”= c h,p’-“+ c (p-l-h,)pr+npm. 
In particular i” + j” < q - 2. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Keep the notation from Lemma 3.4. There are 
cCnem)(i, j), ~(“~~1 ( -i, -j) E W such that 
Fnpm(u(i, j)) = c ‘“-“‘(i, j)v(i’, j’) 
and 
F”-m(~(-i, -j)=c(“p”)(-i, -j)u(-i’, -j’) 
if 
i,+j,+h,=p-1 mod p 
resp. 
Fflem(u(i, j)) = c (“-“)(i, j)u( -i”, -j”) 
and 
Fnem(u( -i, -j)) = ccnem)( -i, -j)u(i", j") 
if 
i,+j,+h,rp-2 mod p. 
Proof Using 3.2 we get 
Now 
F”-%(i, j)EH~,,,(C/k) _ $( (~+l)p”~~+(j+l)p”-~~/)’ 
-(i+l)p”-“+(j+l)p”-“q+(i’+l)-(j’+l)q 
H-1 n-1 
=~~o(p-l-ii,)p”~“+‘+ 1 jrp2n-m+’ 
r=O 
n-1 n-1 
+ 1 (p-l-j,)p’“-“+‘+ C i,p”-“+’ 
t-=0 r=O 
( 
n-l 
-(q’-1) C (p-1-j,)p’-“-1 
r=m > 
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and in the same way 
-(if l)p”-“+(j+ 1)p “-mq-(i”+l)+(j”+I)q 
=(q2-i)(~$~ir*r~e.“). 
We conclude 
-(i+l)p”-“+(j+l)p”-“qz-(i’+l)+(j’+l)q mod(q2 - 1) 
and 
-(i+ l)p”-“+(j+ l)pnP”q=(i”+ 1)-(/l+ 1)q mod(q’ - 1). 
Using 3.4 and 2.12 we get 
F"-mU(tj)EHE,is(C/k)~(~(,,+l,+(j'+*)y)= wu(i’,j’) 
if 
i,+j,+h,-p-1 mod p 
and 
F”-5(i, j)EH~,,,(C/~)~~(i”+,,-(,“+,,,,= Wu(-i”, -j”) 
if 
i,+j,-t-h,=p-2 mod p. 
On the other hand 
and from above we get 
(i+ l)p”-m- (j+ 1)p fl-mqr(i’+l)-(j’+l)q mod(q’ - 1) 
and 
(i+l)p”-m-(j+l)pn-mqz -(i”-tl)+(j”+l)q mod(q’ - 1). 
We conclude 
F”-%(-ii, -j)EWd,i,(C/k)~Lcci,+l)-cj,+l,y,= Wv(-i’, -j’) 
if 
i,+j,+h,=p-1 mod p 
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and 
F n-mu(-ii, -j)EH~,is(C/k)q/_(i’.+,)+(i”+l)y)= WU(i”,j”) 
if 
i,+j,+h,=p-2 mod p. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Keep the notations from 3.4 and 3.5. Then 
v,(c+“‘(i,j))=l+l{llm+l<l<n-1, 
i,+j,+h,=p-1 modp}l 
and 
v (c’“-“‘(-i, -j))=I{Zlm+l<l<n-1, P 
i,+j,+h,=p-2modp)l. 
Proof: First we consider the case m = n - 1. In our situation we can 
apply the theorem of Mazur and Ogus [BO, Theorem 8.261; we get 
F-‘(PHkr,(C/k)) modp = HO(C, Q&k) 
and 
F~‘(p2Hf,,(C/k)) mod p = 0, 
where F: Hi,,,( C/k) + Hiri,( C/k) is the Frobenius morphism, and “mod p” 
means reduction modulo p, i.e., 
H;,,(C/k)z H;, (c/W) modp) H;,(C/k). 
Now 
and 
4 -i, -3 modp E H~,(C/k)\H”(C, Q&J, 
and we get v,(c”‘(i, j)) = 1 and v,(c(‘)( -i, -j)) = 0. Finally we conclude 
v (cc”-“)(---i 
P 
-j)) 
=i(llm’+l$~~n-l,r’v(-i, -j)EH’(c,SZk)}I 
=1{1lm+ldIQn-l,i,+j,+h,=p-2modp)l 
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and 
v P (C-“)(i, j)) 
=l+~(l~m+lQIQn-l,F”-‘u(i,j)EHO(~,~~)}l 
=l+~{~~~+1~16~-1,i,+j,+h,~p-lmodp}l. 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let i, j E N such that i + j < q - 2. Then 
F-“u( i, j) = c(‘)( i, j)u( -j, - i) 
and 
F”u( - i, -j) = c@)( - i, -j) u(j, i), 
where 
ccn’(i, j), c(“)( - i, -j) E W 
such that 
v,(c(“)(i, j)) = n - vp -vJq- 1 -i-j) 
and 
v,(c(“)( -i, -j)) = VP 
i+j 
( > 
i +vJq- 1 -i-j). 
Proof: This is 3.5 in the case of m = 0. It remains only to prove that the 
claimed p-adic valuations are the same as in 3.6. This follows from the next 
lemma. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let i, j, k E N such that i + j + h = q - 2. 
(1) I{II1<16n-l,i,+j,+h,=p-2modp}l 
= v,(h + 1). 
Proof If b E N has p-adic expansion b = C::h b,p’, then let 
n-l 
s(b)= 1 6,. 
r=O 
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We get 
1{111~I~n-l,i,+j,+h,rp-2modp}l 
= j{IIO6l<n-2, i[+j,+h,>p}l 
( 
n-1 n-l 
= 1 (i[+j,+h,)- 1 (i+j+h), 
I=0 /=O >:’ 
(p-l) 
=(s(i)+s(j)+s(h)-s(i+j+h))/(p-1) 
=s(i)+s(j)-s(i+j)+s(i+j)+s(h)-s(i+j+h) 
(P- 1) (P- 1) 
The last equality follows from the formula 
Y,(h!)=(h,f_,h,)l(p-l), 
cf. [Ha, p. 2631. Finally 
3.9. Using the S&(q)-linear endomorphism 
F”: HEris(C/k) -+ H&(C/k) 
we define a filtration of H&(C/k) by S&(q)-submodules: 
H~ris(C/k)m ‘= {llE HL(c/k) I r” EP”Hk.(C/k)} (me N). 
Its reduction modp yields a filtration of HL,(C/k) by Z,(q)-submodules: 
Let HbR(C/k)m be the image of Ht,JC/k)“’ in H&(C/k) @ w k z 
Hb,JC/k). We intersect this filtration with the p-eigenspaces and get 
Z,(q)-submodules 
ff&is(C/k)~r and ~hWk)?r if TE { 1, . . . . q}. 
Now we shall find out what happens if we restrict the Hodge spectral 
sequence to this filtration. 
3.10. Let rE N. Recall from 2.9 that 
Ho(r) = S((k*)*) = @ kX’Y-’ 
i=o 
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V(r) = HO(r)* = & kq;, 
i=O 
where (cp,(O<idr} is the dual basis of {XiYr-‘lO<i<r}. There is a 
filtration 
V(r)= V(r)O3 V(r)‘3 V(r)23 “’ 
by SL,-submodules constructed in more generality in [Jl], cf. [J2, p. 2921. 
The explicit description, e.g., in [J4, 3.73 yields that V(r)“’ is spanned by 
all ‘pi such that vP( 7) 3 m. Note that V(r)/V(r)’ is the simple SC,-module 
with highest weight r. 
One gets a filtration on H’(r)g V(r)* by taking the orthogonal spaces 
of the V(r)m and arranging them so that H’(r)‘= Ho(r) # H’(r)‘. This nor- 
malisation differs from that in [A], cf. [JS, Remark 2, p. 3141. If we choose 
[EN such thatp’<r+ 1 <p’+l then Ho(r)” is spanned by all XiYrPi with 
vP( :) 6 t - vp(r + 1) - m, cf. [J4, 3.71 where one should take ps 6 m + 1 < 
P ‘+’ on page 462, line 2. 
3.11. THEOREM. Let rE{l,...,q}. Choose CEN such thatp”-‘<r--l< 
P np *+I. Restricting the Hodge spectral sequence (2.9) 
0-r H’(r-2)-+Hh,(C/k)-,-+ V(q-(r+ l))-+O (*I 
we get exact sequences 
for every m E N. 
Proof. If i, Jo N such that i + j < q - 2 let V(i, j) = v(i, j) mod p and 
V( -i, -j) = v( -i, -j) modp. Then C(i,j)~ HbR(C/~)~~_(,+l,+(i+,)Y) and 
V( -i, -j)~ HL,(C/k),,,i+ ,)PCi+ ,),,). Restricting to p we get 
r-2 4-(r+ 1) 
Hb,(C/k)-,= @ k.$i,r-2-i)@ @ ko(-i,q-(r+l)-i). 
i=O i=O 
In particular this k-basis is well suited to describe our exact sequence (*): 
r-2 
H”(r - 2) = @ kE(i, r - 2 - i) and v(i,r-2-i)Ek” .X’Yp2-’ 
i=O 
in the notation of 3.10. The image of V( -i, q - (r + 1) -i) in V(q - (r + 1)) 
is (pi up to a non-zero scalar factor. 
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Now 3.5 and 3.6 yield that the image of HbJC/k)“‘, is spanned by all 
y cp, such that vP( ~ i (If ‘I) > m - vp(r) hence equal to V(q - (r + l))“-“p(“. 
On the other hand H’(r-2)nHb,(C/k)Y, is spanned by all XiY-2P’ 
such that 
r-2 
VP ( 1 i <n-m-v,(q+ 1 -r)=(n-t)-vp(r- l)--(m-t) 
hence equal to H”(r - 2)” ~ ‘. 
3.12. Remark. One can regard H’(C, Q)c) Sy-2(k3*)* as a Weyl 
module for SL,. As in the case of V(r) we have also a filtration on this 
Weyl module coming from the representation theory of the algebraic 
group. An elementary computation shows that the mth term in this tiltra- 
tion is the image of Hh,( C/k)” for each m E N. 
3.13. COROLLARY. Let r E { 1, . . . . q - 1 }. Then 
H~,(C/k)_,/ker(F”~“p”‘IHb,(C/k)-,)?L(q-(r+ 1)). 
Proof: Because of H’(C, 52&,) c ker(P), the exact sequence of 2.9 
induces an epimorphism 
V(q-(r+ 1)) ++ H~,(C/k)~./ker(l’“~‘p”‘), 
We use the notation of the proof of 3.11. Let i, Jo N such that 
i +j = q - (r + 1). Using 3.5 and 3.6 we get F”- +(‘)(U( - i-j)) # 0 if and 
only if i,+j,+(r- l),=p- 1 modp for every v,,(r)+ 1 dlbn- 1. 
Furthermore this is equivalent to i,+j,<p - 1 for all 1. Using again the 
formula (s(i) + s(j) - s(i +j))/(p - 1) = vp( ‘:I), cf. the proof of 3.8, we get 
V( - i, -j) E ker( F” -- “p(‘)) if and only if vp (q-(;+l))>o. 
Using 3.10 we conclude 
L(q-(r+ l))= V(q-(r+ l))/V(q-(r+ 1))’ 
z Hb,(C/k)),./ker(F’- “p(‘)). 
3.14. For each r E Z let R,(r), R,(r) be the corresponding 
Deligne-Lusztig characters of SL,(q), using the same convention as in [J4, 
3.9; 53, 3.11. So R,(r) is the character of the representation on Hf,,,(C/k) or 
for 1 < r < q. Let R,(r), R,(r) be the Brauer characters of the reduction 
modp of R,(r), resp. R,(r), i.e., the class function on SL,(q) coinciding 
with R,(r) resp. R,(r) on the p-regular elements and equal to 0 on all other 
elements. 
4X1:132:1-7 
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Calculating as in [J4, 3.7-3.91, one gets for 1 <r < q: 
The sum of the Brauer characters of all HbR(C/k)“‘r with m > 0 is equal to 
~“-~“(v~(r)+~~(~-‘,~+ *I)) (R,(q-(r+ l)-2j) 
-I,(q-(r+l)-2j))+iyi*(n-v,(r-I)-vp(’J2)) 
/=O 
x(R,(r-2(j+l))-(r-2(j+l))). 
4. THE OPERATION OF Z,(q) ON Hh,(C/k) 
4.1. In order to compute the de Rham cohomology group of C/k we 
use Tech cohomology with respect to the open affrne covering 
U= {Co, C,} of C, cf. 0.10. So HL,(C/k)= AL,(U) is the quotient of 
by the subspace 
cf [0, Remarks between 5.2 and 5.31. The maps in the (exact) Hodge 
spectral sequence (1.5) 
O+H”(C,Q;)+H~,(C/k)+H1(C, Q-)-+0 
are induced by u ++ (w I c,,, OJ Ic,l 0) and too, ml, fol) ++fol. 
4.2. From T(Co, oc)=k[tI, t2] with defining relation tfjf’=tl:-ttl we 
conclude dt, = - t; dt, and so r( Co, 52;) is free with basis dt,. On the 
other hand, T(C,,Oc)=k[t;l, t;‘t2] and d(t;‘t2)=typ2dt2, so we 
conclude that T(C,, Q’) is free over k[t,‘, t;‘t,] with basis ty-* dt,. 
4.3. LEMMA. Set 
cab = [(t’;ti dt,, t’;t$ dt,, 0)] 
ifa,bEN with a+b<q-2 and 
e nh= [(-atl:pl+utfjp’dt,, -(a+b)t;lth,-’ dtz, tyti)] 
if a, b E Z with 0 < -a < b < q. Then all these cub are a basis of Hb,(C/k). 
Proof. Up to sign the cab with a 30 are just the images of the basis 
vectors of H’(C, Szk) considered in 2.2. On the other hand, the euh with 
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a < 0 map onto the basis vectors of H’(C, Co,) considered in 2.3. So the 
lemma follows if we show that the cob are indeed well defined, i.e., that 
t4-1+otb2-1dt2~r(C0,52:) and t;lf-‘dt,~I’(C,,l2:) and d(tyti)= I 
-uc’:+-‘c;-~ dt,+(u+b)t~t~-‘dt,. 
This however, is obvious by the discussion in 4.2 using ty - t, = t;“. 
4.4. We want to describe explicitly the action on Hb,(C/k) of X,(q) 
and even of the larger group U,(q*), cf. 0.3/5. It is enough to describe the 
action of generators, e.g., of all 
The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.11 yields (for all 
tdq) 
t4q+l)+b+l 
cab for a > 0, 
f(9+ l)+be 
ab for a<O. 
4.5. The element s = ( -y A) satisfies st, = - t; ’ and SC, = - tc ’ t,, 
hence Se,b=(-I)a+beq~2--(a+b),b for O<a,b,a+b<q-2. 
We observe that s permutes the elements of the open aftine covering 
U = {C,, C,}. So s maps cub with O< -u<b<q to the class of 
(-(~+b)(-tJ”(-t;~t~)~-~d(-t~~t~), -~(-t;‘)9+~-- (-t;1t2)b-’ 
d(t;‘t2), -(t;1)“(-tt;1t2)b), i.e., 
s’eab =(-l)U+b+‘e-(a+b),b. 
4.6. Fix some u E [F, and set g = (i y). Then gt, = t, - u and gt, = t,, 
hence obviousy 
geab= i 
0 
a ( -u)“-(‘e,b 
c=o c 
for O<u, b,u+b<q-2. 
We have C,=g-‘C, but C, #g-‘C, if u#O. Set 
C; =g-‘Cl = Spec k[t;-‘, t;-It;], 
where t; = t, + u, t; = t,. Then ti9+’ = ti4 - t; and U’ = {Co, C; > is another 
open affine covering of C. 
Set U” = U u U’ = {Co, Cl, C;}. Using Tech cohomology with respect 
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to U, U’, U” the action of g on HL,(C/k) is given by the following 
commutative diagram 
fG,(w) ‘v %,w L A&( It”) 
‘5 
I I- 
H;,( C/k) ‘y f&(U) +y A;,(u’) 
Here fin, has a description analogous to that of &h,(U) in 4.1. 
Similarly, one gets fib,(U”) as the quotient of the space of all (oO, w,, 
%,fOl, fO2>fi2) with dfu= oj - wj and fi2 -fo2 +fol = 0 (where 
w, E QCi, Sz;), fii~ T(C, n C,, @) but with C, replaced by C;) by the 
subspace of all (dfo, dfl, df,, fo -h, f. -f2, f, -f2) with LE r(C;, fl,) but 
again C, replaced by C;. 
Let 0 < --a < b<q. Then cab is the class in H;,(U) of (oO, o,, f,,,), 
where 
coo= -at’:+-It;-‘dt,, 
Set 
co, = - (a+b)t:t;-’ dt,,f,, = t;t:. 
co*= -“+i-’ (-u)J(~;~) (a+b-j)t;“p’t;bp’dt2 
j=O 
-:il,: (-u)‘(q+:-1)ut;V’+u-‘t;b-1dt2. 
Using 4.2 for (t;, t;) instead of (tl, t2), one gets w2 E T(C;, Szk). Set 
rr+b--1 
fo2= 1 (-u)j 
j=O 
and fi2 =fo2 -fo, . Then fez. Then fox E r( Co n C’, , 8,) and easy computa- 
tions show dfo2 = w. - o2 and 
hencef,,EQC1 nC;, Co,). So (wo,w1,w2, fol, fo2, f12) defines a class in 
fih,(U”). It is the inverse image of cab under the canonical isomorphism 
H;,(U) + A;,#“) and it is mapped to the class of (oo, 02, fo2) under 
the canonical isomorphism fih,(U”) + Ai,(U’). Therefore geab is the class 
of (go,, go,, gf,,) in AL,(U). The formulas above yield 
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go,= -a(t, -~)q+~-‘t;--l dt, 
q+a-1 
= - j;. (-U)’ &;/+“-‘-‘t;-‘dt2, 
u+b-I 
go,= - C (-u)j (a+b-j)t’;-‘t;-‘dt, 
j=O 
-4+~-1(-~)‘(q+y-1)~t~+“-,-~t~-,dt2, 
i=ufb 
a+b-1 
gfo2= 1 (--IL)’ 
j=O 
hence 
j=afb 
q+rr-I-j,b--1 
u+b-I 
4.7. Let us collect the results of the previous sections. 
PROPOSITION. The operation of Ui,(q2) on Hh,(C/k) is given by the 
following rules (for all t E F;, u E Fq): 
forallO,<a,b,a$b<q-2, and 
(4) I, 
( 
(5) l 
( 24 
(6) -(f i e,b=(-l)a+b+le_(,+b),b ( > 
for allO< -a<b<q. 
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4.8. PROPOSITION. Let 1 < r < q. Then the exact sequence (2.9) 
O~H0(r-2)~H~,(C/~)_.~ V(q-(r+l))+O 
does not split as a sequence of SL,(q)-modules. 
Proof The sequence splits over SL,(q) if and only if it splits for U,(q’) 
because SL,(q) is normal in U2(q2) and U,(q*)/SL,(q) has order q + 1, 
hence prime to p. The subspace Hb,(C/k)-, of HL,(C/k) is spanned by all 
e o,y~r with Odabr-2 and by all ea,y+l-r with O< -a<q+ 1 -r. 
Each basis vector cab is an eigenvector for the group of all (i ,!$) with 
tq, and F; operates on different cab by different characters, cf. 2.11/12. 
Therefore every [F;-stable subspace is spanned by some cub. Now H”(r - 2) 
is generated by all cab with a > 0 and b = q -Y. So any complement as a 
U,(q*)-module has to be spanned by all cab with a < 0 and b = q + 1 -r. 
However, for any u E [F,, II # 0 
1 0 
( > 
q-(r+l) 
u 1 e-l,y+l-r= c;. C-u)’ “z’ e-l-,;,+l-, ( > 
4-2 
- c (-U)C “;’ 
( ) 
ey-2-c,y-r 
c=q-r 
involves ( - u)” ~ 2e,,,- ~ # 0 from H”(r - 2). So the only possible comple- 
ment is not U2(q2)-stable, and the sequence does not split. 
4.9. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group, defined over 1F,, 
such that the derived group 9G is isomorphic to SL, over IF,. Let T be a 
maximal torus in G, defined over lF,, such that T n QG is the torus of 
diagonal matrices in SL,. (From now on we identify SL, with $3G.) 
Let X(T) be the group of characters of T and CI E X( T) the root such that 
4 :, ,-I -t ’ )  2 for all t in the algebraic closure of [F,. Let c(” be the dual root. 
So (A,tl”)=r means A( 6 ,!,)=f for all t (where AEX(T), reZ). Let s, 
be the corresponding reflection in the Weyl group (operating on T and 
on X(T)). 
We assume for convenience that cr/2 E X(T) in case p = 2. This can always 
(for p = 2) be arranged by replacing G by some covering group without 
changing G( F,). 
The obvious exact sequence 
(1) l+TnSL,-+TocSL,+G+l 
of algebraic groups yields an exact sequence 
(2) 1 + T(F,) n SL,(q) + W,)K SL,(q) -+ W,) -+ 1 
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of finite groups, because the first Galois cohomology group of the multi- 
plicative group T n SL, vanishes. 
4.10. PROPOSITION. Let P E N with 1 <Y d q and 2 E X( T) with 
<A CI” ) = r. Then one can extend uniquely the action of SL,(q) on 
Hb,(C/k)-, to an action of G([F,) such that any t E T([F,) operates on the 
basis from Lemma 4.3 via 
te .,,-,=(~+(a+s-r)Co(t)e,,,--. if ab0, 
te .,,-,+,=(n+(a+q-r)a)(t)e,,,-,+, if a<O. 
Proof: Obviously, these formulas define a representation of T(F,) on 
Hh,(C/k)-,. We claim that it yields a representation of the semi-direct 
product T(lF,) K SL,(q) with SL,(q) acting as given. It is enough to show 
for any t E T(F,) and ge SL,(q) that tgtP1 E SL,(q) acts as the composition 
of t, g and t-l. In fact, it suffices to take generators for g. Now the 
compatibility is obvious for diagonal matrices in SL,(q), and for g = (f, y) 
(U E [Fy) and g = ( -y b) it follows by an elementary computation from the 
formulas in 4.7. from the rules 
and from the fact that CI is defined over IF,, hence cc(t) E [Fy” for all t E T(F,) 
and am-’ = 1. 
The assumption (A, tx” ) = r implies that the actions of T( ‘F4) and of 
SL,(q) on HL,( C/k)-, coincide on (Tn SL,)(lF,). Therefore the kernel of 
the homomorphism T(ff,) K SL,(q) + G( [Fy) operates trivially and we get 
the desired representation of G(%,). It is obviously unique. 
4.11. For any p E X( T) with (p, ~1” ) > 0 there are G-modules Ho(p) 
and V(p) restricting to H”( (,u, tx ” )) and V( (p, a ” )) on SL, with 
“highest” weight p. The exact sequence from 2.9 yields an exact sequence 
of G(lF,)-modules if we take A and the structure from 4.10: 
O-+ H”(I-cr)-+ H;,(C/k)p,+ I/ q-1 s,E,+- 
2 
(Here we need u/2 E X(T) for p = 2.) Note that ((q - 1)/2)a vanishes on 
T( 1F4) n SL,(q) and thus defines a character of G( lF,) trivial on SL,(q). 
For this structure, the Brauer character of the G([F,)-module 
Hb,( C/k) --r is R,(A), the reduction mod p of the Deligne-Lusztig character 
R,(A), normalised as in [J3, 3.11. More generally, one has for each 
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p E X(T) Deligne-Lusztig characters R,(p), R,(p), their reduction mod p 
(denoted by R,(p), R,(p)) satisfying 
and for 1 6 (p, CI ” ) < q the difference R,(p) - W,(p) is the difference of the 
Brauer characters of Ho(p) and H”(p - a), cf. [J4, 3.91. Using this, one can 
generalize the formula from 3.14 to this more general situation. For A, r as 
in 4.10, each Hb,(C/k)T, is a G( [F,)-submodule and the sum of the Brauer 
characters of all Hb,( C/k)m r with m > 0 is equal to 
1 r-2 
ii=0 EC 
n - v/Jr - 1) - VP 
r-2 
( 1) j 
x (R,(A-(j+ l)E)--&(A-(j+ 1)cc)) 
+y j~“(“~(r)+~~(q-~+‘))) 
x (R,(s,(R)-jcc)-R,(s,(l)- (j+ 1)x). 
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